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Abstract

Sentiment analysis on user-generated content has achieved
notable progress by introducing user information to consid-
er each individual’s preference and language usage. Howev-
er, most existing approaches ignore the data sparsity problem,
where the content of some users is limited and the model fail-
s to capture discriminative features of users. To address this
issue, we hypothesize that users could be grouped together
based on their rating biases as well as degree of rating con-
sistency and the knowledge learned from groups could be
employed to analyze the users with limited data. Therefore,
in this paper, a neural group-wise sentiment analysis model
with data sparsity awareness is proposed. The user-centred
document representations are generated by incorporating a
group-based user encoder. Furthermore, a multi-task learning
framework is employed to jointly model users’ rating bias-
es and their degree of rating consistency. One task is vanilla
population-level sentiment analysis and the other is group-
wise sentiment analysis. Experimental results on three real-
world datasets show that the proposed approach outperforms
some state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, model analysis and
case study demonstrate its effectiveness of modeling user rat-
ing biases and variances.

Introduction
Sentiment analysis on user-generated content aims to map
a given text, such as a post on Twitter or a review on Yelp,
to the corresponding sentiment label or score. Traditional
methods for sentiment analysis assume that the mapping be-
tween a text and a sentiment score is the same for all users.
However, such an assumption is rarely true in the real world
as people construct preferences based on their own experi-
ences and express their sentiment in many difference ways,
exhibiting a diverse range of rating behaviors. Thus, it is cru-
cial to develop a sentiment analysis model considering user
information.

Early approaches incorporate the user information into
sentiment analysis model in a more crude way. For example,
user embeddings were randomly initialized and concatenat-
ed with document embeddings before being fed into a neural
network to train a sentiment classifier (Tang, Qin, and Liu
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Figure 1: Example snippets of reviews posted by different
users in the Yelp 2013 dataset.

2015). Following this way, user information was incorporat-
ed into a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network with
attention mechanism (Chen et al. 2016). More recently, Wu
et al. (2018) utilized a hierarchical neural network with us-
er attention mechanisim to encode user information. Wang
et al. (2018) proposed an adversarial cross-lingual learning
framework to utilize both English and Chinese corpora for
personalized microblog sentiment analysis. Amplayo (2019)
investigated the influences of different ways and locations
of the attribute incorporation. However, the aforementioned
approaches did not consider the data sparsity issue that most
users only generate limited content online. According to the
study (Wojcik and Hughes 2019), most users rarely tweet,
but the top 10% active users create 80% of tweets. There-
fore, it is important to tackle the user data sparsity problem
in sentiment analysis.

Based on the observation on user-generated content, we
found that some users exhibit a similar correlation pattern
between their chosen words and their ratings. As shown in
the upper part of Figure 1, user A, B and C all used ‘great’ in
their reviews, but they only gave ratings of 3 stars, showing
that they seem to be more cautious about giving high rat-
ing scores. While user D, E and F also used ‘great’ in their
reviews, however they gave ratings of 5 stars. These exam-
ples illustrate that a sentiment analysis model trained solely
on review texts is unable to capture the users’ diverse rating
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behaviors. We also observed that some users are more con-
sistent in their ratings, while others are not. In the lower part
of Figure 1, user G complained about ‘no wifi’ with similar
words in the two reviews, but gave 1 star and 3 stars re-
spectively, indicating that he/she is less consistent in the rat-
ings. But for user H, the three reviews of similar content all
have the same rating of 5 stars. Based on these observations,
we hypothesize that: (1) while there is a general correlation
pattern between word usage and rating scores, users exhibit
different levels of deviation and hence different rating bi-
ases; (2) users have different degree of rating consistency,
with some being more consistent in their ratings compared
to others; (3) users can be categorized into different group-
s based on the correlation between their language usage and
their rating scores as well as the degree of rating consistency.
Similar idea was also stated in the theory of social compari-
son (Suls and Wills 1991), that humans tend to form groups
with others with similar minds and abilities.

In this paper, we propose a novel neural group-wise sen-
timent analysis model with data-sparsity awareness. More
concretely, the predicted sentiment score y is assumed to fol-
low a Gaussian distribution N(yb + ys, σ2) where yb is the
population-level rating base score, ys is the individual-level
rating bias and σ2 is the rating variance. yb is learned with
the vanilla population-level sentiment analysis module while
ys and σ2 are learned with the group-wise sentiment analy-
sis module where a set of group embeddings are employed
to enhance the user-centred document representations with a
group-based user encoder. Both modules are learned jointly
in a multi-task learning framework. Experiments conducted
on three real-world datasets, Yelp 2013, Yelp 2014 and Twit-
ter, show that the proposed approach outperforms a number
of competitive baselines.

The main contributions of this work are three-folds:

• A novel neural group-wise sentiment analysis model to
address the data sparsity problem is proposed by group-
ing users with similar rating behaviors and leveraging
the information captured in group embeddings to enhance
the user-centred document representations. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first neural-network-based ap-
proach to model groups for sentiment analysis of the user-
generated context.

• Rating score is modeled as a Gaussian distribution
N(yb + ys, σ2) where yb is the population-level base s-
core, ys is the individual-level rating bias and σ2 is the
rating variance. A multi-task learning framework is uti-
lized to model the users’ rating behavior.

• Experimental results on three real-world datasets show
that the proposed approach outperforms a number of com-
petitive baselines.

Related Work
Sentiment Analysis of User-generated Content
Previous studies have shown the effectiveness of incorpo-
rating user information into the sentiment analysis models.
Song et al. (2015) utilized the latent factor model to per-
form sentiment classification on the microblog dataset. Wu

and Huang (2016) performed sentiment classification for
microblogs in a multi-task learning framework where the
user-specific sentiment classifiers are trained. Gong et al.
(2017) built a sentiment classification model at group level
with a Dirichlet Process prior to automatically form groups.
With the development of deep learning methods, deep neu-
ral networks have been applied for sentiment analysis of
user-generated content and achieved notable progress. Tang
et al. (2015) incorporated user embeddings into a neural
network for document-level sentiment classification. Chen
et al. (2016) and Wu et al. (2018) used hierarchical LSTM
network to encode user information via different attention
mechanism. Amplayo (2019) investigated the influences of
different ways and locations to incorporate attributes into the
model. However, all the aforementioned methods ignore the
problem of data sparsity, which is common in real-world s-
cenarios.

Sentiment Analysis Addressing Data Sparsity
Recently, the data sparsity problem in neural sentimen-
t analysis has attracted attention in the research communi-
ty. Akhtar et al. (2018) proposed to leverage bilingual word
embeddings to mitigate the data sparsity of word representa-
tions in low-resource aspect-based sentiment analysis. Wang
et al. (2018) proposed a user-attention-based neural mod-
el with an adversarial cross-lingual learning framework to
overcome the shortage of personalized microblog data. Am-
playo et al. (2018) tried to address the cold-start problem
in sentiment classification by representing the review-sparse
users with other users similar to them. Yuan et al. (2019)
used a hierarchical network with user memory to learn rep-
resentative users to enrich the semantic representations. Dif-
ferent from the above methods, we address the data sparsity
problem by grouping users into different classes and lever-
aging the similarity among users to learn the rating behavior
of different groups and perform sentiment analysis.

Methodology
Problem Setting
Given a document d written by a user u, which consists of
M sentences, where each sentence ci is composed of Ni

words, the task of sentiment analysis is to predict the rating
score y of the document d. To deal with this task, we propose
a Neural Group-wise Sentiment Analysis Model (NGSAM)
with data-sparsity awareness. In this model, we make the
following assumptions:
• Rating Bias Assumption There exists a general correla-

tion pattern between the language usage of sentiment ex-
pressions and the rating scores among all users (e.g., the
word ‘excellent’ is typically correlated with positive rat-
ing scores). The rating correlation pattern of each user is
a deviation from the general correlation pattern.

• Rating Consistency Variation Assumption Differen-
t users exhibit different levels of rating consistency. Some
users are more consistent in their rating scores (e.g., giv-
ing similar scores when using similar words in their re-
views), while other show a larger variation in their rating
scores.
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Figure 2: The architecture of NGSAM.

Notation Description

ci The i-th sentence
wij The j-th word in ci
Ni Number of words in ci
K Number of user groups
u User embedding of the user writing d
E Group embedding matrix, E = {e1, e2, · · · , eK}
y Predicted rating score
ŷ Ground-truth rating score
yb Predicted rating base score
ys Predicted rating bias
σ2 Predicted rating variance
hwij Hidden state of wij

hsi Hidden state of ci
si Semantic representation of ci
gij Group representation of wij

pij Enhanced user-centred representation of wij

vi Enhanced user-centred embedding of ci
rb Semantic representation of document d
ru Enhanced user-centred representation of d
r Concatenated representation of d, r = [rb, ru]

Table 1: Notations used in the model.

Based on these assumptions, users are assumed to share
a general rating correlation pattern, which results in a
population-level base score yb, and the individual-level rat-
ing bias ys is a deviation from yb. The degree of rating con-
sistency of a user is measured by the rating variance σ2.
Thus, the predicted rating score y follows a Gaussian dis-
tribution: y ∼ N (yb + ys, σ2). The task of the sentiment
analysis of user-generated content can be framed as the si-
multaneous prediction of yb, ys and σ2.

The overall architecture of the proposed method is pre-
sented in Figure 2. It consists of two parts: (1) a vanilla
population-level sentiment analysis module to obtain the rat-
ing base score yb; (2) a group-wise sentiment analysis mod-
ule to compute the rating bias ys and variance σ2. Finally, yb
and ys are added to obtain the final output y and σ2 is used
to estimate the document-level rating scores of review doc-
uments during the optimization of the model. The notations
used in the approach are shown in Table 1.

Vanilla Population-Level Sentiment Analysis
Module
As a document contains a list of sentences, and each sen-
tence consists of a list of words, a hierarchical attention net-
work (HAN) (Yang et al. 2016) is used to obtain the se-
mantic meaning of the document, which can capture long-
distance dependencies in texts. Firstly, a word-level network
is used to generate the semantic representation of each sen-
tence based on the word embeddings. Then, these represen-
tations are fed into a sentence-level network to obtain docu-
ment representations.

As for the word-level network, given a sentence ci =
{wi1, wi2, · · · , wiNi

} in the document d, we first map each
word to its pre-trained word embedding. Then a standard
Bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM) is employed to sequential-
ly process each word as shown below:

−→
hwij = LSTM

(−−−−→
hwi(j−1), wij

)
←−
hwij = LSTM

(←−−−−
hwi(j+1), wij

) (1)

Then, for each word wij , the hidden state hwij is generated

by concatenating
→
hwij and

←−
hwij .
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Since words do not contribute equally to the semantic rep-
resentation of the sentence, the widely used attention mecha-
nism (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2014) is adopted to place
more weights to the words with higher importance in sen-
tence representation learning. More concretely,

ϕij = tanh(Wbh
w
ij + bb)

αij = softmax(ϕij
>qb)

(2)

where αij is the attention weight of word wij . And the cor-
responding sentence representation si is computed as:

si =
∑
j

αijh
w
ij (3)

As for the sentence-level network, the sentence represen-
tations {s1, s2, · · · , sM} are fed into BiLSTM to obtain the
hidden state hsi of each sentence si and the attention mecha-
nism is further applied to obtain the semantic representation
rb in a similar way.

Finally, we use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with one
hidden layer to predict the sentiment base score yb using the
document representation rb as the input.

yb = MLP (rb) (4)

Group-Wise Sentiment Analysis Module
The group-wise sentiment analysis module is proposed to
predict the individual-level rating bias and variance based
on user data and group information. Similar to the vanil-
la population-level sentiment analysis module, a word-level
neural network is firstly used to generate the user-centred
representation of each sentence. Then these representation-
s are fed into a sentence-level neural network to obtain the
user-centred document representation. At each layer, a us-
er encoder is designed to enhance the user-centred embed-
dings based on the contextual representations as well as the
corpus-level group embeddings, where the attention mecha-
nism is employed to aggregate the user-centred representa-
tions.

Assuming that there areK user groups in the corpus, each
group has a corresponding group embedding ek, which is
initialized randomly and updated during the model training
process as described in (Pergola, Gui, and He 2019).

As for the word-level neural network, given the hidden s-
tate hwij of each word wij and the user-centred embedding u
for the document d, a user encoder is designed to enhance
user-centred embeddings. It contains two steps: (1) calculat-
ing the group representation gij of wij ; (2) generating the
enhanced user-centred representation pij .

Firstly, to capture the interactions between groups and
words, the attention mechanism is utilized to calculate the
word-level group representation gij of wij . If the word is
similar to other words used in the user group k, then its
group embedding ek will receive a high attention weight.
Thus, the attention weight γijk is calculated as the softmax
output of the similarity between the hidden state hwij and the
group embedding ek. Then, the attention weights are used to

generate gij .

γijk = softmax(h>ijek)

gij =
∑
k

γijkek
(5)

Secondly, since the learned user-centred embeddings can
be unreliable for users with limited data, the gating mecha-
nism is used to enhance the user-centred embeddings based
on their corresponding group representations. The gate val-
ue fij is a sigmoid transformation of the concatenation of
gij and u, as illustrated in the equation below,

fij = σ(Wf [gij , u] + bf )

pij = fij × gij + (1− fij)× u
(6)

where pij is the enhanced user-centred representation, fij
is a gated value that represents the contribution of gij to
pij , and Wf and bf are the learnable parameters. It should
be pointed out that different from recurrent neural network-
s which sequentially calculate the hidden states of a word
sequence, the proposed user encoder can compute enhanced
user-centred embeddings in parallel, which greatly improve
the computational efficiency.

Not all user-centred representations pij of wij contribute
equally to the user-centred representation of the sentence.
Therefore, the attention mechanism is also used to com-
pute the sentence-level enhanced user-centred embedding
vi. More concretely,

ψij = tanh(Wupij + bu)

βij = softmax(ψij
>qu)

vi =
∑
j

βijpij

(7)

where the weight βij is the attention weight of the user-
centred representation pij and Wu, bu and qu are the learn-
able parameters.

As for the sentence-level neural network, the
sentence-level enhanced user-centred embeddings
{v1, v2, · · · , vM} and the corresponding contextual
hidden states {hs1, hs2, · · · , hsM} are fed into the user
encoder and the attention mechanism is also used for the
further generation of document-level enhanced user-centred
representation ru.

Then, the document semantic representation rb and the
enhanced user-centred representation ru are concatenated to
obtain the final document representation r = [rb, ru]. Two
MLPs with one hidden layer are used to generate the rating
bias score ys and the variance σ2 based on r.

ys = MLP (r)

σ2 = MLP (r)
(8)

Finally, the rating base score yb, the rating bias ys and the
rating variance σ2 are used to obtain the final rating score y.

y ∼ N (yb + ys, σ2) (9)

Since (yb + ys) is the unbiased estimation of y, it is used
as the final output score y. While the rating variance σ2 is
used as a regularization term during the training to modulate
the weights of samples.
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Training Objective
The predictions of population-level rating scores and user-
specific rating biases and variances can be considered as a
multi-task problem. Therefore, a joint loss function is used
as the training objective.

For the vanilla population-level sentiment analysis mod-
ule, we use the mean square error (MSE) loss,

L1 =
1

T

∑
t

‖ ŷt − ybt ‖2 (10)

where T is the number of training samples, ŷt is the ground-
truth score and ybt is the predicted rating base score.

For the group-wise sentiment analysis module, we use the
Gaussian penalty function, which could be decomposed into
two components: (1) a residual regression that utilizes the
rating variances, which helps learn the rating variances im-
plicitly from the loss function and reduces the impact of out-
lier data points with extreme rating variances; (2) a variance
regularization term that prevents the module from predict-
ing too large rating variances. The group-wise loss function
is defined as follows,

L2 =
1

T

∑
t

1

2σ2
t

‖ŷt − yt‖2 +
1

2
log σ2

t (11)

where yt is the predicted rating score and σ2
t is the predicted

rating variance.
Moreover, to make group embeddings more discrimina-

tive and different from each other, a penalization term is in-
troduced,

L3 = ||EE> − I||2F (12)

where I is an identity matrix and || · ||F stands for the Frobe-
nius norm of a matrix.

Finally, the combined loss function is defined as follows,

L = λ1L1 + λ2L2 + λ3L3 + λ4||Θ||2 (13)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are hyperparameter and ||Θ||2 is a
L2 regularization item.

Experiments
In this section, we describe the datasets, evaluation metric-
s and implementation details, before discussing the experi-
mental results.
Datasets: We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method on three real-world datasets: Yelp 2013 (Tang, Qin,
and Liu 2015), Yelp 2014 (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2015) and
Twitter (Go, Bhayani, and Huang 2009). Since the original
datasets were curated to investigate the effect of incorporat-
ing the user information, there are enough documents for
each user with the average number of documents per user
around 50. To investigate the effectiveness of our model in
dealing with data sparsity, we randomly draw 10 documents
from each user. The statistics of three datasets are shown in
Table 2.
Evaluation Metrics: Since we formalize the task as a re-
gression problem, the root mean squared error (RMSE) and

Dataset Documents Users Labels Avg d/u Avg s/d
Yelp 2013 16310 1631 5 10 10.30
Yelp 2014 36130 3613 5 10 10.64

Twitter 28220 2822 2 10 3.64

Table 2: Detailed information of datasets. ‘Avg d/u’ means
the average number of documents for each user and ‘Avg s/d’
means the average number of sentences in each document.

the mean absolute error (MAE) are adopted as the evaluation
measures.
Implementation Details: We implement the models in Ten-
sorflow2.0. Tokens which appear less than twice are filtered.
The word embeddings are initialized with the pre-trained
GloVe (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). The di-
mensions of the embeddings and the hidden states are set
to 300 and the batch size is 32. The number of epochs is
10. λ1, λ2 and λ3 are all set to 1 and λ4 is 0.001. The loss
function is minimized using Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba 2014) with a learning rate of 0.001 and a dropout rate of
0.5. The numbers of user groups on Yelp 2013, Yelp 2014
and Twitter are set empirically as 10, 4 and 6 respectively.
All the parameters are chosen based on the validation sets
which are 10% of the training sets.

Overall Rating Prediction Results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we compare the method with the following base-
lines:
• BiLSTM employs a BiLSTM for rating predictions.
• Bi+A uses BiLSTM and attention mechanism for rating

prediction.
• Bi+A+u concatenates the user embeddings with the out-

put representations of Bi+A for prediction.
• HAN (Yang et al. 2016) is a hierarchical attention net-

work which learns the document-level representation in a
hierarchical manner using attention.

• UNN (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2015) incorporates user infor-
mation into HAN.

• HCSC (Amplayo et al. 2018) solved the cold-start prob-
lem with shared user vectors constructed from other users.

• RRP-UM (Yuan et al. 2019) is the state-of-the-art ap-
proach dealing with data sparsity problem in user generat-
ed content via a hierarchical architecture with user mem-
ory to learn representative users.
We adapted HCSC1 using only user data since the prod-

uct information is not available in our datasets and re-
implemented other baselines with mean square error loss. To
our best knowledge, the method proposed in (Gong, Haines,
and Wang 2017) is the only method that utilize group infor-
mation in sentiment analysis. But we do not chose it as the
baseline because: (1) it deals with binary classification (pos-
itive/negative), which is not suitable for the three datasets;
(2) the implementation details are unavailable.

1https://github.com/rktamplayo/HCSC
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Model Yelp 2013 Yelp 2014 Twitter
RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

BiLSTM 0.8029 0.6086 0.7847 0.6186 1.6564 1.3493
Bi+A 0.7837 0.6112 0.7687 0.6142 1.6385 1.3960

Bi+A+u 0.7857 0.6130 0.7655 0.6105 1.5726 1.1630
HAN 0.7370 0.5739 0.7353 0.5774 1.5984 1.2271
UNN 0.7705 0.6064 0.7312 0.5753 1.5272 1.0636
HCSC 0.7447 0.5844 0.7241 0.5615 1.5839 1.1914

RRP-UM 0.7404 0.5798 0.7397 0.5837 1.5538 1.1818
NGSAM 0.7163 0.5466 0.7031 0.5503 1.5011 1.1569

Table 3: Overall rating prediction results.

Model Yelp 2013 Yelp 2014 Twitter
RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

NGSAM 0.7163 0.5466 0.7031 0.5503 1.5011 1.1569
w/o bias 0.7268 0.5631 0.7099 0.5670 1.5890 1.2379
w/o var 0.7396 0.5800 0.7211 0.5670 1.6011 1.2436
w/o L3 0.7368 0.5717 0.7177 0.5727 1.5917 1.2231

Table 4: Ablation study results of NGSAM. ’w/o’ means
’without.

The experimental results on three datasets are presented
in Table 3. It can be observed from Table 3 that: (1) a-
mong the models without the user information (BiLSTM,
BiLSTM-Att and HAN), HAN gives the best results, show-
ing the effectiveness of using the hierarchical structure to
capture the semantic information in documents; (2) mod-
els with concatenated user embeddings (BiLSTM+ATT+u,
UNN) perform worse than their corresponding counterparts
without the user information (BiLSTM+Att, HAN) on Yelp
2013 and Yelp 2014, though better on Twitter, indicating that
simply concatenating user embeddings does not consistently
perform well when facing with the data sparsity problem; (3)
NGSAM performs remarkably better than all the baselines
on three datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of mod-
eling users’ rating behaviours with the enhanced user rep-
resentations based on the shared group embeddings to deal
with data sparsity problem.

Ablation Study
In order to analyze the contributions of various compo-
nents of NGPAM, we perform the following ablation s-
tudy: NGSAM(w/o bias) without modeling the rating bias,
NGSAM(w/o var) without modeling the rating variance,
and NGSAM(w/o L3) without the loss function of group
embeddings.

Experimental results on three datasets are shown in Table
4. It can be observed that the performance drops more sig-
nificantly without modeling rating variance followed by the
removal of the group embedding loss function. The removal
of the component for modeling rating bias has the least im-
pact on the model performance. Overall, NGSAM with all
three components gives the best results.

We also investigate the performance of the proposed
NGSAM with different group numbers. Figure 3 shows the
performance of NGSAM on Yelp 2013. It can be observed
that, in general, as the number of the groups grows, RMSE
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Figure 3: Performance with different group numbers. Top:
RMSE. Bottom: MAE.

Model 30 d/u 20 d/u 10 d/u
RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

Bi+A+u 0.7181 0.5515 0.7415 0.5773 0.7857 0.6130
UNN 0.6764 0.5321 0.6802 0.5342 0.7705 0.6064
HCSC 0.6703 0.5212 0.6746 0.5270 0.7447 0.5844

RRP-UM 0.6976 0.5499 0.7022 0.5400 0.7404 0.5798
NGSAM 0.6690 0.5162 0.6692 0.5207 0.7163 0.5466

Table 5: Performance on different sparse datasets of Yelp
2013. ‘d/u’ means the number of documents per user.

and MAE continue to decline, showing that the performance
of NGSAM is influenced by the number of groups. When
the number of groups is beyond 10, both RMSE and MAE
converge, indicating that the model has captured the charac-
teristics of different groups.

Comparisons on Datasets with Different Sparsity
Levels
Table 5 shows the performance of BiLSTM+Att+u, UNN,
HCSC, RRP-UM and NGSAM on the Yelp 2013 datasets
with different levels of data sparsity. As shown in the table,
in general, as more data become available, the performance
of all the models improves. NGSAM performs the best a-
mong the competing models on all datasets across all the
sparsity settings. We also notice that the performance gap
between NGSAM and the baselines increases as the num-
ber of documents per user decreases, showing the superior
capability of NGSAM on dealing with data sparsity.

Visualization of User-centred Document
Representations
To provide an insight into the characteristics of the learned
user-centred representations of the review documents, we vi-
sualize the enhanced user-centred representations of docu-
ments in the Yelp 2013 test set with the global rating base
scores, rating biases and variances respectively in Figure
4. Since these representations are high-dimensional vectors,
we used t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton 2008) to map them in-
to a 2D space. Each user-centred document representation
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Figure 4: The visualization result of user-centred document representations. Left: global rating base score. Middle: rating bias.
Right: rating variance.

Text User �̂� 𝒚𝒃 𝒚 𝛔𝟐

[D1] Everyone looks for that little hole in the wall that turns out to be a gem in the rough. This isn't it. It's 
closer to rough than gem. Food is iffy at best. Service is borderline. They have good hours and the chips 
are relatively fresh so all is not a loss. 

A 2 2.68 2.16 0.30 

[D2] Excellent crust, quality ingredients, nice beer selection, and the pizza is always cooked perfectly. A 4 4.57 3.99 0.12 

[D3] This is a good, easy-going burger place, very friendly, good food... A good alternative to just go and 
relax, and eat yummy burgers without the high price. 

B 3 4.02 3.46 0.31 

[D4] Consistent food, nice family atmosphere and spicy pickles. What more could you want? C 3 4.01 3.45 0.31 

[D5] Now we know how it feels to be scalped. Anyone who thought this was a great event is a member 
of the tribe. 

D 1 3.87 3.76 0.84 

Figure 5: Case study of rating bias on Yelp 2013. ‘ŷ’ is the ground-truth. ‘yb’ is the predicted rating score of the vanilla
sentiment analysis module. ‘σ2’ is the predicted rating variance. ‘y’ is the predicted rating score of the group-wise sentiment
analysis module.

is represented as a point in the same position of three sub-
figures. It can be seen from the figures that: (1) the glob-
al rating base scores are uniformly distributed in the space,
showing that the rating base scores are not user-specific and
instead capture the overall rating behaviors across all users;
(2) documents with similar rating biases or variances tend to
be closer, which verifies the effectiveness of modeling user-
s into groups with different rating biases and variances; (3)
in the point cloud of rating biases, the bias values show a
left-to-right decreasing trend while in the point cloud of rat-
ing variances, the values show a top-to-bottom decreasing
trend. These results show that rating biases and variances
are unrelated to each other and can be modeled separately.

Case Study
To further investigate the meaningfulness of modeling rat-
ing biases and variances, we present five examples in Figure
5. As the documents are long, we only present their sum-
maries which are constructed manually. It can be observed
from the figure that: (1) [D1] contains both positive and neg-
ative comments and the overall actual rating is 2 stars. The
vanilla sentiment analysis module gives a predicted score of
2.68, but the group-wise module is able to further reduce
the score to be closer to the ground-truth; (2) In [D2], user
A expressed a high appreciation with the words ‘excellen-
t’, ‘quality’, ‘nice’ and ‘perfectly’, but only gave 4 stars. It
shows that user A tends to be more cautious about giving
high rating scores, which is also captured by the group-wise

module; (3) The review texts in [D3] and [D4] are most-
ly positive containing the words ‘nice’, ‘good’ and ‘friend-
ly’, but with 3 stars, which are much lower than population-
level sentiment scores. The vanilla sentiment analysis mod-
ule outputs the scores of 4.02 and 4.01 respectively. Howev-
er, the group-wise module captures the personal character-
istics, and modifies them to 3.46 and 3.45, which are closer
to the ground-truth; (4) [D5] is difficult for sentiment anal-
ysis since it is short and contains a positive word ‘great’,
though it expressed a negative feeling, so our model predic-
t a higher variance for this sample. These results show that
users indeed exhibit different rating behaviors and modeling
rating biases and variances is an effective way for sentiment
analysis of user-generated content.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to cap-
ture different rating behaviors of users for sentiment anal-
ysis of user-generated content. Specifically, a set of group
embeddings is introduced and a group-based user encoder
is designed to enhance the user-centred document represen-
tations for users with limited review data. Moreover, users
rating biases and the degree of rating consistency are ex-
plicitly modeled with the group-enhanced representation in
a multi-task framework in order to differentiate user groups
with different rating patterns. Experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method. In the future, we will
extend the model to utilize more information to form groups.
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